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The month of March kicked off spring with various celebrations (St. Patrick’s Day and Mardi
Gras), Lent, Paczki Day, and Daylight Savings Time (DST). With spring and DST we are
heading toward longer days and warmer weather. Can’t tell you how glad we are about that.
With all of the celebrations and changes we still found time to take on new client cases, host
library events, volunteer to help with cleanup of a historic location, and plan future events.
The highlights of our March Happenings are:

Ask TnT Paranormal

•

Ghostly Believe it or
Not

Hosted two library programs. One at Nichols Library in Naperville with an attendance
of 55 patrons and paranormal investigators from 5 other paranormal groups. The
second program was at the Flossmoor Library, but details of attendance were not
available at press time. This 2nd program was featured in the March 23rd Great

Paranormal or Not?

Escape column for the south suburb Patch news site. We have several in the fall,
and hope to have more added to the calendar soon. To learn more about the

Upcoming Events

Paranormal Library program, the dates/times, or locations go to:
http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm#614365348.

At TnT Paranormal
Investigators LLC our primary
mission is to help the client
with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data
to determine if any paranormal
evidence was captured, and
provide the client with a report
of our findings. We also use
this time to educate our clients
on the paranormal field and
helping to ease their fears.

•

On the 26th we volunteered at Morgan Cottage at Manteno State Hospital for their
Spring Cleanup Day. For the cleanup three members from TnT Paranormal and ~30
other’s helped pickup trash, remove debris, sweep, and shovel dirt at the location.
After the clean up we conducted a paranormal investigation of the location. We really
had a great time, meet some new friends, and plan to return soon! See photo below.

•

My Ghost Story Season 2 starts on 4/2 and our episode airs on April 9 th at 9PM CDT
on the Biography Channel.

That’s all for this
issue, but not all, by
any means, for us and
what we are up too.
To learn more go to

We would love to assist you
with your paranormal needs. If
you would like to know more
about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation please go to the
www.tntparanormal.com.

www.tntparanormal.com

our website
(www.tntparanormal.c
om), check us out on
Facebook, or Twitter.

We never charge a client for an investigation!

Bumps in the Night!!!!
TnT Paranormal Happenings
Out and About

Clean-up Day at Countryside Place

New Lenox Library Presentation

Morgue at Waverly Hills Sanatorium

www.tntparanormal.com

McPike Mansion in Alton, IL
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Paranormal “U”
Research Techniques
by Angela Sangster, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

An important part of the paranormal investigation process is research. This includes property history, city history, environmental concerns,
geological and man-made data, and demographic information. We investigate all possible causes of activity that seem paranormal as well as
learning about the people who lived on the property before. There are many aspects to consider when something unexplained is going on, and
at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC, we will leave no stone unturned in helping a client find answers.
When researching property history, the best place to start is the county records building. These records are kept in the county seat, which is
the city or town that has the courthouse and county government offices. Some records are available online, but it is best to go to County
Recorder or Tax Assessor to request the information. The public library is also an excellent resource for city directories and the United States
Census. These records can trace the property back to the year it was built and the names of the residents. From there, the names are
researched in obituaries, birth and marriage records, and newspaper archives to further put together the history of the property and the people
who lived in the home or on the land.
Another aspect of investigating paranormal claims is looking for any environmental concerns or superfund sites in the area. A superfund site is
an area where toxic waste has been disposed and is designated for cleanup by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). If there are
neurotoxins that are present in your area, they will be found and documented. There are levels of neurotoxins that may affect a person to the
point where they believe what they are experiencing is paranormal. Carbon Monoxide levels also need to be tested as well as any mold or
toxins in the home. This is not only to rule out potential paranormal activity, but also as a safety measure. The EPA website is constantly
updating information for superfund sites all across the country.
Geological data for the area is also examined and documented. Researching the geological surveys of a property or surrounding area tells us
what minerals are present as well as the content of the soil. This data is collected to get a better understanding of what geological factors might
contribute to activity. The local library has much of this information as well as the United States Geological Surveys (USGS) website. We also
document anything man-made in the area that might affect equipment or possibly be a cause for activity. Examples would be power lines,
communication towers, and nearby radio stations, especially anything within a 1-2 mile radius of the property. Nearby power lines can cause
high EMF readings and towers transmit signals that might get picked up on audio equipment.
The history and demographics of the entire city or area the property is located in is also researched. We document such things as landmarks,
cemeteries, parks and forest preserves (which were often Native American campgrounds or hunting grounds at one time), religions and
nationalities of the area, and anything else significant. Any connection that the area may have had to wars or skirmishes that occurred is also
documented as well as accidents and weather catastrophes that may have caused a lot of unexpected deaths. Much of this information can be
found through a city’s Historical Society and the local library.
Continued to Page 4
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Paranormal “U”
Researching
Continued from Page 3

All of this is done to assist in helping you, the client, find some answers to what is being experienced. None of the research is done without
express written permission, from the client, to access any records for the property. Additionally, no personal information for any client is revealed
EVER. All of the research information we gather is added to our client database. The database is used to cross reference key elements found
during the research to see if any correlations are found.
Clients provide a wonderful opportunity to research and learn about what causes activity that seems unexplained. Gathering all possible data as
well as examining the history of the home and area is part of what may one day help find those explanations.
Until then...the research continues!

Famous Haunts
Villisca Axe Murder House, Villisca, IA
Official Website: http://www.villiscaiowa.com/index.php
Small-town America in the early 20th century was very quiet a majority of the time. Certainly there were petty crimes and the occasional brawl
that went too far, but for the most part it was the very picture of serenity. Villisca, Iowa was just such a town with friendly people and a peaceful
atmosphere of camaraderie. This peace however would be brought to a horrifying end on June 10, 1912. On this night, eight people violently
lost their lives with no apparent reason or motive. They were brutally butchered with an ax as they slept all under one roof. Worse still, no one
has ever been held accountable for the crime.
The victims were Josiah B. Moore; his wife Sarah Montgomery Moore; their four children Herman, Katherine, Boyd, and Paul; and two young
overnight guests Lena and Ina Stillinger. The Stillinger girls were there at the request of Katherine Moore, as the girls were close friends. They
had been at an all day chidren's program at church, arriving back at the Moore's shortly before 10 P.M. on June 9. Before the dawn would
break, they would all be dead.
Who would do such a horrible thing to a well respected family and their guests? This question has never been answered. Unfortunately, the
investigation was badly conducted from the start, largely due to simply not knowing any better. The law enforcement in Villisca had certainly
never dealt with anything of this magnitude, and the crime scene was unsecured from the beginning. Evidence was contaminated and DNA
testing was decades away from even being thought of in 1912.
From the beginning, there were suspects, and they ranged all the way from a random act of a transient to a very prominent citizen who also
happened to be an Iowa State Senator. A couple of people were detained initially, but only two arrests were made in the case. Neither arrest
led to a conviction, and the murder remains unsolved.
The tragedy that occurred in this home is said to be felt to this day. Read more at the official website for the Villisca Axe Murder House at
http://www.villiscaiowa.com/index.php.

www.tntparanormal.com
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Tools of the Trade
Digital Recorders – Zoom Handy Recorder Series
A key tool that all paranormal teams use during an investigation is a digital audio recorder.

Also called

a “digi”. These digis are just common everyday digital recorders that can be purchased at any
electronics store and can be used with no modifications.
Digis are used during an investigation to try and capture audio data such as EVP's, disembodied voices,
or any other paranormal sounds. We utilize a wide range of digital audio recorders. We place several of
these at a location (stationary) and each investigation team will carrying one. Digis allows you to have a
record of data you may or may not have heard during an investigation. The use of digis is an invaluable
tool for paranormal investigations, as the majority of data that is captured comes in the form of audio.
With special audio editing programs we are able to listen to, review, and playback audio.
Zoom H4n

We have several different types of digis we use, but there is one type that we really like, the Zoom Handy
Recorders. We have 2 of the 3 different models (H1, H2, and H4n) that are available. These digis have

built-in directional microphones that can focus on the sound being recorded. Unlike omni directional microphones, these mics ignore the
unwanted noise.
All Zoom recorders have two onboard microphones that are configured in a criss cross pattern, called X/Y. Because they are arranged
on the same axis, they are equidistant from the source for better sound quality. The results are amazing and provide great recording.
These recorders are used by musicians for demo tapes and studio taping, due to the excellent sound recording.
We like these digis because they allow you to record and hear what is being recorded at the same time. This allows an investigator,
wearing headphones, to hear an EVP or other sound, as they happen. Rather than days later during the review process. This gives you
an advantage to tag what was heard, as well as to ask further questions along those same lines. We have found this recorder to be a
very effective tool during an investigation.
We also use them as stationary recorders during an investigation. Used in this manner it provides for a
higher quality recording and typically picks up information that other recorders will not. Therefore, they
assist with review by providing more information on tagged data, which assists us with ruling it out or
supporting that it is indeed data. Another selling point is that they can be plugged into a wall outlet, so no
worries of battery drain.
The one downside to these recorders is that they are more expensive than other recorders on the market.
However, we think they are well worth the cost difference.

To learn more about the Zooms go to http://www.zoom.co.jp/english/products/ and select one of the options

Zoom H2

under Handy Recorder.

www.tntparanormal.com
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Ask TnT Paranormal

Ghostly Believe it or Not

These questions were submitted by our readers, by our online

Who’s Rocking My Chair?

subscribers, or at events.

Story submitted by Bumps in the Night !!subscriber, L.K.
Can ghosts, spirits, or entities follow you home from an
One afternoon recently I was feeling tired and under the weather. My

investigation?

husband put in a movie for us to watch and we curled up on the couch
together. As the movie was ending and the credits began to roll, a

Yes they can. This is called “hitchhiking”. Just how common this

floorboard near the rocking chair in the living room creaked. I looked

phenomenon is unfortunately is not known. However, it does

over thinking maybe there was someone on the porch (the rocker is

happen. Therefore, before and after each investigation a lot of

next to the front door) and a strange shadow was ever so slightly

paranormal investigators and groups do a protection prayer to their

tucked behind the rocker. It wasn’t a dark shadow though, about five

higher power or some sort of protection ritual. Depending on your

feet tall, devoid of features, almost completely translucent and just

faith will depend on the protection method you might choose or not

barely visible. It almost reminded me of the movie Predator in the way

choose to use.

it appeared, it was a completely different kind of visibility in the
Where is your “wish list” location to investigate?

environment, as if it were a shadow person in full light. My husband
had heard the creaking of the floor also and looked in the direction of

Melissa – Currently Ohio State Reformatory (OSR), Mansfield,

the doorway at the same time I had.

OH. Can’t wait to go in June.
While we watched, the light shadow entity darted from behind the

Casper – Would have to agree with Melissa. A prison such as

rocking chair and along the wall in front of the door and then through

Joliet or Mansfield would be great.

the wall at high speed, knocking into the toy box in the corner as it
went past. I looked at my husband, he looked at me and at the same

Marcie – Was Waverly Hills, but went last year. Next on the list

time in synchronicity we both said, “Did you just see that?!” I might

is Villisca Ax Murder House in Villisca, IA

have checked myself into a psychiatric hospital if he hadn't witnessed

Marv – The Stanley Hotel in CO. Would love to have my

it too. Before we even stopped to put things together and realized how

wedding there.

creepy it was that someone, or something had been quietly watching
Annette – You name it…it’s probably on there. Laughs….

us my husband jumped up from the couch, threw open the door and
ran outside after this thing. God love him for his fearless and inquisitive
heart and mind, but of course once he got outside on the porch he

Sneak Peek

found himself standing there confused and completely bewildered.
Whatever it was had been long gone.

In the next issue of Bumps in the Night!!!:
• Paranormal “U” – Carbon Monoxide Effects

I can count on one hand the number of times an experience like this

• Famous Haunts – Morgan Cottage, Manteno

was witnessed and verifiable by someone else present with me. To
this day I have no idea what it was that we both saw. I do know it’s

State Hospital

something we will talk about for a long time to come!

www.tntparanormal.com

• Tools of the Trade – Basic Tools
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
What’s on Your Mind?
Only a Fool Believes?

What got you into paranormal

Contributed By Rev. Kathy Houck, Independent Paranormal

investigating?

Investigations Research Consultant

by Mario Rios, TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC

The 2006 January-February issue of Skeptical Inquirer magazine

This is probably the most frequently asked question we get as

released a poll comprised of nearly 500 college students about

paranormal investigators. In most cases the answer is filled with a

whether or not they believe in ghosts and hauntings, angels and

lengthy out of this world unexplained experience, that brought constant

demons, psychics, telepathy, witches and other paranormal

wonder and speculation. This experience is usually a life changing

experiences and abilities. Of the students that participated, those with

event that is filled with many open ended self thought questions. In

more years of formal education were more inclined to answer that yes,

never fully understanding the happening in question answers are then

they believe. It turns out that 31% of graduate students at Oklahoma

sought after in a life long quest to explain, or at least give you some

City University and the University of Central Oklahoma were more

piece of mind in what happened to you in that particular situation.

inclined to believe in the paranormal than were the 23% of freshmen
who officially documented themselves as believers.

Sadly, for me this is simply not the case. I was never stalked by the
boogie man as a youth. I never lived in a large Victorian mansion with

It seems to be that we are moving away from the simplistic skeptical

a deep rooted murder mystery. There was no local lore of ghostly

believer standpoint where we doubt the possibilities; though believe

figures roaming the empty streets of town. As it is the nearest

they could certainly occur. We have entered the paraXgeneration,

cemetery was ten miles away. So, I guess you could say I was never

where intelligent and educated professionals armed with knowledge in

exposed to any paranormal activity growing up in my small town.

the scientific arts, such as Quantum Physics, Astronomy and

There is no real story behind why I do what I do, in fact I can honestly

Relativism can do more than simply theorize. We now more fully

say until one of these experiences are encountered I will continue to

understand the Universe and have begun to unravel the complexities

believe that there are no such things as ghosts.

of human existence and function, not only in this realm but the beyond.
Growing up as a child I’ve always been interested in the world of
We have become educated believers in the paranormal. It certainly

horror. Dracula, the Wolfman, Frankenstein are all characters that I

appears that the truth the paranormal field has been desperately

related to in my youth. I can remember reading horror comics

searching for is being revealed to us through perseverance and

pretending I was saving my family from vicious vampires in my

knowledge. Education has not only provided us with the technological

backyard. The element of the unknown had me hooked at an early

ability to press on in the pursuit of definitive evidence, but has also

age. Could there really be vampires? Of course not, but hey I was

provided us a more solid foundation for defending what we believe.

nine.

The next time someone asks if you believe in the paranormal, don’t

Having never really grown out of that stage
I’m still an avid horror buff (over 300 movies

hesitate to answer that you are an educated believer. With advanced

in my collection) who would like nothing

science supporting new technology and a more mature and respected
public attitude of the paranormal field in its astonishing growth, it just

Continued to Page 8

might be the smart thing to do.
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
What’s on Your Mind?

Paranormal or Not?

Paranormal Investigating
Continued from Page 7

better than to sit down with my girlfriend and
watch scary movies all night long. This has to
be where the paranormal falls into place, my
one real shot at finding out if “monsters” really do exist.

So I decided five years ago (has it really been that long?) to seek out
the answers that I have been looking for. This is my chance to seek
out my child hood dream and help people in the process.
Picture 1: McPike Mansion, Alton, IL

Having dedicated the last few years of my life to helping people with
their claims of activity and put them at ease with some simple recorded

The above picture is a still frame an IR camera video taken while

proof has been life changing for me. You never really get the same

on a private investigation at McPike Mansion in Alton, IL. What is

satisfaction as you do when you can fully put a complete stranger’s

your guess on what this is a picture of?

mind at ease. You can help them understand what is, or isn’t
happening to them in their life.
I quickly learned over the years that what once began as a quest to
fulfill a childhood action adventure turned into being a service of the
community. I’m sure I feel no different than a volunteer at a soup
kitchen, or that guy who holds the door open for you. I've become that
guy and it feels great. There are people out there that need our help,
they need answers, and I will continue to dedicate as much as possible
to make sure we continue helping those in need.
So until that day comes where I’m finally able to prove, or disprove if
ghosts really exist I will continue on my journey. With the help of
modern technology and the great team I’m associated with I’m sure
Picture 2: Client Investigation, Ottawa, IL

one day I will get to stake my first vampire.

The above picture is a still frame an IR camera video taken while
on a private investigation at client investigation in Ottawa, IL.
What is your guess on what this is a picture of?

Answers will be provided in next month’s issue.
www.tntparanormal.com
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
From the Paranormal Bookstore
Chicago Haunts:

Real Ghosts, Restless

Ghostlore of the Windy

Spirits, and Haunted

City

Places

With the first edition of Chicago

In addition to rounding up the

Haunts, author Ursula Bielski

usual suspects, including the

captured 160 years of Chicago's

Bell Witch, Borley Rectory, the

haunted history in the first

monster of Glarris Castle, and

volume ever devoted to this

Gef, the mongoose/poltergeist

intriguing subject. Combining

on the Isle of Man, this book

lively storytelling with in-depth

includes much that is new for

historical research, exclusive

the dedicated ghost aficionado.

interviews, and insights from

Author: Brad Steiger

Author: Ursula Bielski

parapsychology, Bielski penned

ISBN-10: 9781578591466

ISBN-10: 1933272139

a unique and fascinating

ISBN-13: 978-1578591466

ISBN-13: 978-1933272139

exploration of the region's
supernatural folklore.

Naperville, Chicago's Haunted Neighbor
Naperville, Chicago's Haunted Neighbor, Volume I An Exploration into the True Stories of Unrested Dead in an
overtly-haunted Midwest city. This is Naperville's First Ghost Book and "Official Ghost Guide." Don't let
Naperville's serene and historic exterior fool you - each night, when the sun goes down, pitch dark slithers into
every crevice... That's when Naperville's streets and buildings seethe with the restless spirits of its past
inhabitants. They are long dead and forgotten, yet, they are too attached to their beloved Naperville to move
on. And so they remain. And they dwell among us... They haunt us.

Naperville Historian and Paranormal Investigator Kevin Frantz leaves no tombstone unturned in this groundbreaking work. Much more than a "ghost book," it's a creepy-macabre excursion into one of America's most
haunted towns..

Author: Kevin J. Frantz
ISBN-10: 1453773037
ISBN-13: 978-1453773031

www.tntparanormal.com
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Bumps in the Night!!!!
Upcoming TnT Paranormal
Events

Upcoming Paranormal
Events

• Paranormal 101 Program, Lemont Public Library, September 29,

• Apr 8, 2011 and April 9, 2011, Rose Island Lighthouse, Ideal

2011 at 7:00PM

Event, Newport, RI http://idealeventmanage.com/tickets.html

• Chicago Ghost Conference III (hosting a booth), Portage

• April 14 – 17, 2011, Mansfield Reformatory, Darkness Radio

Theater, Chicago, IL, September 30 – October 1, 2011

Event, Mansfield, OH

(http://www.chicagohauntings.com/conference.html)

http://www.darknessradio.com/TRIPS/mansfield2011/index.html

• Paranormal 101 Program, Carol Stream Public Library, October

• June 10-12, 2011, 3rd Annual Paranormal and Metaphysical

4, 2011 at 7:00PM

Gathering, Atlanta, GA,
http://www.throughtheveil.org/paranormal-events.html

• Paranormal 101 Program, Lisle Public Library, October 6, 2011

• September 30 – October 1, 2011, Chicago Ghost Conference

at 7:00PM

III, Portage Theater, Chicago, IL,

• Paranormal 101 Program, Three Rivers Public Library, October

http://www.chicagohauntings.com/conference.html

13, 2011 at 6:30PM
• Paranormal 101 Program, Downers Grove Public Library,

Investigator Spotlight

October 18, 2011 at 7:00PM
• Paranormal 102 Program, Westmont Public Library, October 20,
2011 at 7:00PM

Mike

• Paranormal 101 Program, Mt. Prospect Public Library, October

Investigator in Training

25, 2011 at 7:30PM

Mike joined TnT Paranormal in January of this year. He is

• Paranormal 101 Program, New Lenox Public Library, October

the newest member of our staff.

27, 2011 at 6:30PM

On his way to 31 years old, he has four beautiful children

To learn more about these events go to:

and a great wife which are the loves of his life. Mike
spends a lot of time with family and always hopes to make

http://www.tntparanormal.com/events.htm

the best for them.
He has always been intrigued by the unknown side of life,
and hence where the paranormal come into play. He has
had some personal experiences and really would like to
know what possibilities there are in life beyond the
normal.
He loves old and unusual antiques and believes that he is
a very simple man. Fishing and camping are probably his
favorite things to do, and can’t wait to take the family this
summer. Mike is now looking to expand his horizons in
life with this new hobby of ghost hunting.

www.tntparanormal.com
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